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Press Release Summary: Lottery.co.uk is bracing itself for a 
September 130 Million Euro EuroMillions Superdraw 

Press Release Body: Lottery.co.uk, an independent web site 
dedicated to the UK National Lottery, is bracing itself for a guaranteed 
EuroMillions Superdraw jackpot worth a staggering 130 million Euros 
(around £104 million). 

EuroMillions jackpots are always huge, but every now and again the 
lottery organisers stage a Superdraw with a supersized jackpot that 
must be won. Whereas jackpots in a regular lottery can be rolled over 
if nobody wins, these special draws don’t allow rollovers. Instead, if 
nobody wins the top prize then the a Euromillion Rolldown occurs 
where the jackpot is rolled down and divided between players who 
match five main numbers and just one of the two Lucky 
Star numbers. If there are still no winners, the prize rolls down to the 
next highest level, and so on, ensuring the jackpot fund in a 
Superdraw game is guaranteed to be paid out. 



Lottery.co.uk has revealed that the 130 million Euro guaranteed 
jackpot EuroMillions Superdraw will be held on 26 September, 
2008. This follows a similar draw in September 2007, when a jackpot 
of 130 million Euros ended up being rolled down to players matching 
five main numbers and one Lucky Star, giving 14 winners £6.9 million 
each. In February 2008, a similar 130 million Euro Superdraw was 
held to celebrate the fourth birthday of EuroMillions. Again, nobody 
won that jackpot, so it was rolled down to those matching five main 
numbers and one Lucky Star, giving 16 players around £6.4 million 
each. 

Lottery.co.uk contains information on Lottery results, number 
checker, National Lottery articles which give players advice on how to 
play EuroMillions and other lottery games. There are even sections of 
the site which provides tips for lottery syndicates, as well as facilities 
to buy Lottery tickets and instructions on how to play Euro Lotto. 

For the lucky winner of the 130 million Euros, the biggest challenge 
will be figuring out how to spend it. Even giving away 10% to family 
and friends, another 10% to charity and investing 50% for the future, 
would still leave 39 million Euros to spend on a new home, new cars, a 
wardrobe full of designer clothes, luxurious jewellery and anything else 
that takes their fancy. 

Lottery players throughout Europe will be keen to participate in the 
coming 130 millionEuro Superdraw, and Lottery.co.uk is keen to 
wish everyone who takes part the very best of luck. 

About Lottery.co.uk 
Lottery.co.uk is a truly independent lottery web site that provides 
lottery players with everything they need to get the most from their 
favourite hobby. Check the latest lottery results for all National 
Lottery games, read all about the latest lottery news stories, make use 
of an informative articles archive and much more. 
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